
  Adapt-a-Strategy
i Adjusting lessons for ESL/ELL students

If you plan to teach Adapt for your ESL/ELL students by:

 

using this type of activity:

Introducing new vocabulary Providing a copy of your teaching notes, especially the terms, in advance.
or terms as you show diagrams

OF examples in a traditional e _{f you prepare materials on the computer, expand your notes to leave spacefor
lecture” or teacher-centered them to add their own notes. You can delete information thatis strictly for your
format teaching use, such as materials lists, question prompts,etc.

e The same materials would possibly help your Learning Support students,if you
have any.

e Be SUREto do a SAVE AS and renamethefile as "Adapted Student notesfor..." or

you will be very angry with yourself! Keep thefile for future years.

e Consider offering a graphic organizer version of the notes. Create one using one of

these online tools and save them as part of your online account. As the year goes

on, you can weanstudents byoffering partially completed ones (remove someof
the terms or definitions) before you print or share electronically. Students build
notetaking skills as their language improves.

Giving weekly quizzes to check Showthe student how to make vocabulary flash cards,online, interactive study
for understanding of new terms. aids, or “paper” study aids for himself/herself. Younger students may need to have

these prepared for them. Perhaps have students to work in teams tO create the study

aids. Help them prep for test/quiz formats.

e Try any of the Study Aid Creators from the TeachersFirst Edge.
e Allow students to generate individualized lists of terms, since they may need to

learn words that are already familiar to their classmates. Use a tool such.as
Wordsift for them to copy/paste passagesof text and “pull out” the important terms

to learn.
e Generate simplelists of terms and definitions using Easy Define
e Use LearnClick, a simple tool to create “fill in the blank” quizzes from a passage of

text, both for practice and assessmentof the students’ grasp of the terms. Students

can create their own as a study aid.
e Anonline flash card makerlike Study Shuffle or others listed at the Edge will save

yourflash cards for you to re-use next year.
e Flash Card Machine will create flash cards sets that can be used online or usetheir

printer-friendly format to print on paper. Thousandsof sets are already made and

shared by other teachers. You can also upload sets to mobile devices.
e Give your students practice tests before the real ones, so they can get used to the

quiz/test format. You may wantto offer online quizzes using a tool such as
Quipper.

Having students read literature Letting them hearit being read.

e They can use Repeat After Us to hear many stories, poems, nursery rhymes, plays
and more.

e Find audio books that include accompanying text for students to follow along and
see the words.

e {f the text is available online, open the page using the Chrome plug-in Speakit. This
will read the web page out loud.

Using ESL support materials when reading originalliterature to avoid having to

recreate the wheel.



e If you use Awesome Stories , each featurearticle is divided into “Story Chapter
Links” and highlighted vocabulary clicks to photographsandarticles with more
information about the word. Topics offered include history, culture,literature,
disasters, and media.

Selecting literature that is on an appropriate ESLlevel while still discussing some of

the same themesortopics. TeachersFirst's CurriConnectslists offer ESL levels and
Lexiles for books around a given theme, such as Immigrants and Immigration.
Using stories and movies or stories and TV together.

e PBS Kids Stories offers online folktales, additional activities, related books, songs,
and gamesthat add to PBS’ Between the Lionsseries.

e Drew's Script-o-rama Movie Scripts offers scripts students can follow along with a
film. Lookforliterature alternatives that your ELL students can “follow.”

e Look for annotated online versionsof literature, such as TeachersFirst’s Interactive
Raven, complete with definitions of the more challenging words.

Asking students to do seatwork Giving limited English speakers more time to complete assignments.
in class

Teaching a lessonthatis

Bookmarking online picture dictionaries on classroom computers for them to use:
Providing online dictionaries that use differing approaches to assisting students with
vocabulary, parts of speech, pronunciation, etc.: Linguee phrase translator

Breaking materials down into very small steps. Youwill know that you have reached
dependenton prior knowledgethe correctlevel of breakdown when you begin to see comprehension.

Presenting a lesson with
cultural components(i.e.

holidays, elections, vacation

spots, humor,etc.)

Requiring students to do
research and paraphrasing
original materials, making
attributions of sources

Having students use
dictionaries or thesauri

Teaching a lessonin current
events

Using moviesin class

Giving students one idiomatic

or slang expressionto learn
per day

Having the students do free

writing or journaling

Being patient and NEVER ASSUMING ESL STUDENTS KNOW SOMETHING!

Examining yourlesson carefully to determine whatculturalfacts will have to be taught
to people who haven't grown upin the US;this may include history, vocabulary, slang,
sports jargon etc.

Providing extra information and review sheetsfor international students. See the
study aid suggestions in the “weekly quizzes” section.

Explaining the conceptof plagiarism clearly and with examples. Copying is
sometimes viewed as quoting the words of knowledgeable peoplein other cultures and
is not considered wrong.

Checking the Readability Test Tool before suggesting web sites for your ELL students.
Rememberthat pages with more imageswill help them understand.
Offer the Lingro tool for students reading web pagesso they canclick for definitions of
unknown words as they research.

Encouraging students to use English-English dictionaries in class, but mention they
may useforeign language dictionaries at home and while preparing homework
assignments. Offer visual alternatives such as Snappy Words.

Making use of special newspapers, radio broadcasts whosesimplified language and
support materials are appropriate for ESL students or where material is presented
visually:

Using special ESL sourcesthat offer vocabulary support and review activities for
special movie viewers:
Using movies and/or audio versionsof written materials allows ESL students

another way to get at meaning. One possibility is using complete movie scripts.

Using online resources that explain idiomatic language in terms ESL students can
understand:

Reading ESL students’ journals and responding to their content without correcting
grammarerrors. Students will rapidly improve the quantity and quality of their writing



and eventually self-correct their grammar. Sticky notes are an easy way to leave a quick
comment.

Playing games and using Utilizing some of the many ESL resourcesthat include games andother fun
puzzles to reinforce curriculum approachesto learning. Gamescan help with content review, vocabulary

content development, spelling, etc.

Reviewing previously taught Using joking frequently as a wayto say the same thingin a slightly different way.
material in an interesting manner Students want to learn whatis funny in the U.S. Humorvaries from culture to culture

and your ESL students want to know why certain things are funny so they canjoin in
with the fun.

Recalling information Using musicto help recall information in any subject. Songs are easy for ESL
students to remember, and they promote speaking with a more flawless accent.

Asking students if they have Helping ESL students use correct question format by restating their questions to you
questions about the material. —_in correct grammatical form. Have them try English Question Words.

you've presentedin class or in

 

 

readings

Determining student progress Using frequent positive reinforcement evenfor very small improvements and very

by monitoring their in-class brief comments.
responses

e Students may not be used to such attention from the classroom teacher and will

take a while to respond positively to it.

e Limited English speakers may need to be prodded to answerorally and may

respond much more slowly than eager American students.

Having students do oral Helping yourlimited English speakers improve their pronunciation so they will be

recitations or put on a play more understandable:

e Sounds of English: English Pronunciation

e Howto Pronounce Words and Use Them (great use of video!)

e Read the Words

Giving spelling tests Using spelling words in sentencesorstories so that limited English speaking
students will have a context for the words; more meaning will lead to more retention.
Have students practice by writing their words in sentences, then play their sentences out

loud using a tool such as Oddcast Text to Speech to “hear” them for the spelling test.

 

http://www.teachersfirst.com/content/esl/adaptstrat.cfm
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Strategies to Support ELLs in Mainstream Classrooms
Schoolteachers are facing a growing concern in today’s classrooms: howto improve the reading achievement of English language
learners. The reality is that ELLs score amongthe lowestin reading achievement nationwide. With a significant and growing percentage

of American schoolchildren coming from families whose primary language is not English, classroom teachers must grapple with a much
wider range of language developmentandliteracy skill levels than in the past. Many of these students arein bilingual classrooms,
including two-way dual language programs. Manyare not. Current policy in several states, including California, Arizona, and
Massachusetts, places the great majority of ELLs in mainstream classes (Gandara,et al., 2005, p. 8). More than ever before, a large

numberof ELLsare taught in mainstream settings. Teachers find themselves having to addressthe different academic needsof native



and fluent English speakers, and ELLs,in the same classroom (Gandara,et al., 2005,p. 8). Mainstream teachers “are called on to
meetthe challenge of teaching English learner students every day” (Gandara,et al., 2005, p. 1) They mustprovide “students with the
skills and knowledgetheywill need to survive andthrive in U.S. society” (Gandara,et al., 2005,p. 2). All must learn English and meet
rigorous literacy standards. Mainstream teachers need specialskills and training to effectively accomplish this task (Gandara, etal.,
2005, p.1). Meeting the needs of ELLsis particularly important as demands require higher levels of literacy and languageproficiency
than were neededby previous generations. Teachers must provide students with the tools to comprehend,interpret, evaluate, and
apply and appreciate a wide range of topics. Acquiring a second languagetakesa longtime, yet students are expected to learn to read
at grade level, and to learn content and language simultaneously, in a short time (Gandara,etal., 2005, p. 7). These students require
special assistance to meet rigorous academic content standards while also learning English (Gandara,etal., 2005). Addressing their
needsis critical. In order to accomplish this, mainstream teachers must provide excellent educational experiences for ELLs The
following are somestrategies.

Build on Students’ Prior Literacy Experiences
Take advantage of homelanguageandliteracy experiences that lead to the development of key print concepts. According to CIERA
(1998), the languageof children’s homesis especially critical for school to build on when children are learning to speak,listen to, write,
and read English. There is considerable evidencethat the linguistic and orthographic knowledge students acquire in speaking and
reading theirfirst language predicts and transfers to learning to read a second language. Whenteacherscapitalize on the advantages
of bilingualism orbiliteracy, second language reading acquisition is significantly enhanced” (CIERA, 1998). Thus,find out which
children are reading fluently in their own language andusetheir knowledge and experiences to introduce them to English print.
Encourage parents and students to continue developingliteracy skills in their native language.

EngageParents and Families
According to Tinajero and Munter (2004), “although the educational achievement of children from minority groups dependsin part on
whatthe schools do to help them,it is also clear that schools alone cannotwin this battle” (p. 79). The most effective schools and
educational programsrecognize the vital roles of families’ and communities’ perceptions and responsesto the cultural and language
differences facing them, and have developedeffective and creative approachesto bridging the gaps through celebrating families’ roles
in the education process (Epstein, 2001). Thus,it is important to view parents as assets to the school program and welcome them as
important partners in the education oftheir children. Parents have manytalents and experiences. When wetapinto thesetalents, a
wealth of information can be shared. Parents can help children whoarestill developingliteracyin theirfi rst language by reading and
respondingto journal entries. Parents can read booksin their children’s languages andtell stories from their oral traditions. When
children see their parents providing valuable experiencesfor their peers, they not only feel a senseof pride but also share positive
feelings abouttheir language and culture. Parents can also monitor homework andtelevision viewing. Both are associated with gains in
student achievement. (CIERA, 1998).

Establish a Nurturing Environment
Classroom environments havea significant effect on ELLs’ language andliteracy development. The physical and social environmentof
the classroom, teacherbeliefs and attitudes about ELLs,the types ofactivities planned, and the strategies and techniques used by
teachersall affect the opportunities children have to emerge as readers and to acquire a new language. We know that young children
acquire English mosteffectively in classroomsthat provide a nurturing environment—an environmentthatis language-rich and as
natural as the onein which theylearnedtheir first language. An important dimensionofcreating such an environmentis to integrate,
wheneverpossible,children’sfirst language, cultural backgrounds,values, andbeliefs into all aspects of classroom life so that children
feel positive about themselvesas an integral part of your class. For example, a discussion about families can take into accountthat
students may comefrom extendedfamilies in which grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins play importantroles, often with the
nuclearfamily.

Engage ELLsin Daily Oral LanguageActivities
According to Peregoy and Boyle (2000, 2005), English languageproficiency stands out as the defining difference between native and
non-native English speakers. English proficiency refers to an individual’s general knowledge of English, including vocabulary, grammar,
and discourse conventions, which maybe called upon during any instance oforal or written language use (Peregoy & Boyle, 1991,
2000) (p. 239). Some of the best ways to encourage language developmentare to providechildren with manyopportunities to interact
with otherchildren during play and other natural languageactivities, such as singing, hearing and chanting poems,listening to stories,
and playing games. Cooperative learning activities provide students with opportunities to practice their English by increasing the
frequency and variety of interactions among students—ELLs andprofi cient English speakers. Allow opportunities for them to act as
resources for each other and thus assume a moreactiverole in learning. Incorporate creative classroom arrangements that encourage
talking, writing, modeling, and acting out ideas and concepts encountered in the reading program. All of these are effective means of
teaching language becausethey allow children to hear natural English while providing a meaningful, motivating, and enjoyable context
for learning. The use of cooperative learning also allows for opportunities for conversation and cultural exchange.In such classrooms,
ELLstake an active part in their own learning, engagein activities they view as meaningful, build on their own understanding and
efforts, and participate in collaborative and socially constructed contexts for learning to read.
Use Multilevel Strategies
Multilevel strategies allow for the participation ofall students no matter whattheir level of English proficiency. By integrating multilevel
Strategies, the level of participation and responses required of students during a lesson can betailored to address varied levels of
English proficiency. For example, students at the beginning level of English proficiency can be askedto participate in answering
questions which require yes/no responses,to point to pictures, or to draw a graph. These students can also be asked questions that
require short-phrase responsesorshort explanations about a reading passage. Students at the intermediate level may be askedto
provide short explanations, descriptions, and comparisons. On the other hand, students at the advanced fluency levels can be asked
questions thatrequire the use of varied grammatical structures and vocabulary.

Directly Teach Vocabulary
The National Reading Panel (2000) identifies oral vocabulary as key in making thetransition from oral to written language. Because
vocabulary knowledgeis soclosely tied to reading comprehension, students must develop a broad vocabulary basein order to be
effective readers of English. When ELLs encounter a large numberof unknown wordswhile they are reading, their comprehensionis
disrupted. Students may misinterpret a sentence, a paragraph, or an entire reading selectionif they do not know the meaning of one or



more key words.Forthis reason, it is extremely important for teachers to directly teach key vocabulary and provide opportunities for

students to use this vocabulary orally andin writing (Tinajero, 2004). At early stages, basic vocabulary can be presented visually—
using pictures and drawings on the board. Anotherstrategy is to help students access meaning with audio support. At more advanced
stages, unknownwordscanbehighlighted within text, and definitions can be viewed within a glossary to support understanding.

Provide Background Knowledgeand Personalize Lessons
Readingis aninteractive process directed toward the sharing of meaning. Thus,to effectively engagein this process ELL readers must
be able to draw ontheir own language, literacy, and socio-cultural knowledge to reconstruct the author's message. In other words,
comprehensionis directly related to what a reader already knows. The more a student knows about something, the easierit is to talk,
read, and write about it. We also know that comprehension is enhanced whenstudents have opportunities to connect new concepts
with their personal experiences and pastlearning. It follows then that the more familiarity students have with certain aspects ofa text,
the easierit will be for them to comprehendit. To make lessons more comprehensible, teachers can draw examples from the

experiencesof students as the basis for teaching new concepts encountered in reading passages. Use analogiesto relate the teaching

of new concepts to experiences in ELLs’ backgrounds, homes, and neighborhoods. Personalize concepts and content being taught by
using the namesof people and places familiar to students and using the students’ namesandfamiliar objects in assignments and
activities. Elicit experiences and activities that relate to the native culture of ELLs. Take time to seek support and advice from teachers

with specialized training on working with ELLs. Collaborate with colleagues and seek professional development opportunities to learn

about the developmentaland other characteristics of ELLs to help you understand your students and how best to serve them. Closing.
ELLs needa variety of teaching strategies to support both language and concept development. Mainstream teachers can provide ELLs
with this support byintegrating a variety of strategies that can be best described as an orchestrated visual and verbal performancethat
makeslearning understandable and meaningfulfor students.
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